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natbaniel Rawtborne

To the Editors of the Quill:—

T
REMEMBER reading somewhere of a meta-
physician who, having just finished an essay
upon which he had labored with great inten-

sity, suddenly left his desk for a vacation.
After some weeks in the open air, returning

with sane mind, he found he could not understand
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anything the written text contained and no effort

of memory would recall what he had intended to

say.
Many years ago I delivered an address upon

Nathaniel Hawthorne before the Essex Institute

in Salem. Upon your invitation to me to furnish

you with a few pages about him, I have selected

passages from this unpublished address of mine and
submit them to your discretion. They were
intended to give some account of the singular fasci-

nation which is in all of Hawthorne's work ; but
after this lapse of time they seem to me a good deal

as the philosopher's essay seemed to him after his

vacation. I should be sorry to be called upon to

defend or to explain them. In such process of

selection, too, the threads of connection are necessa-

rily broken. I am interested, however, in the effort

of the Quill to aid the movement which has now
assumed form among the Alumni for a statue of

the young Hawthorne upon the campus at Bow-
doin, and anything which keeps the subject before

our minds will have some tendency in that direc-

tion. At least I hope so.

I am sure we all agree that our statue, if we are

to have one, must be simple and perfect in its way,
a masterpiece in portraiture. Better no statue at all

than anything less than this. The noble personal

presence of Hawthorne, if it can be faithfully repro-

duced, will of itself be an artistic ideal. A pile of

rocks is a vastly better monument than some of

the things we call statues*

-J. W.S.

It was a myth of the middle ages,

that, when the Earl of Holland was once
passing through the city of Cologne,
Albertus Magnus, the magician, enter-

tained him with a display of some of the

mysteries which made the lore of the

occult arts and sciences. Among other

wonders, the Earl found himself so far

within the circle of magical influences,

as suddenly to behold a transformation of
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nature, brilliant and strange* Although
it was midwinter, the mirage of summer
descended at once upon the snowy valley

of the Rhine* The breath of summer
touched his cheek* The blended shad-
ing and splendor of the sky were soft

and warm ; while flowers and fruits, the

music of birds and of brooks, assured

him that the wand of the enchanter held

high sway*
As an illusion suggests the reality, so

this old fable of the magician may serve

as a symbol of the spell some books
weave for us, giving us change and dis-

tance from the present and the real ; of

the light that glows and lingers upon
the pages where the thought of genius
has kindled into flame, as upon the eve-

ning clouds when the sun has set, trans-

figuring life in its realm of common
day; the works of the great author
lending real enchantment to thought,
opening new fields to the imagination,
unseen before, invisible save when the
wand creates or renews the spell*

The fascination under which we first

set foot within the glimmering aisles of

Hawthorne's thought has but a faint

type in the legendary charm under
which winter was seen to change into

the unreal and vanishing beauty of
summer*
What a strange builder was here

!

As we look, we seem to see the form of

walls, looming darkly out of the shad-
ows around us and lost in the shadows
above ; but what twilight-splendor was
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evet like that which fills the space
within and flings its mazy coloring on a
pavement of costlier materials than por-
phyry and jasper and agate ?

Stars glitter, too, in the dim silence of

deep recesses and lofty arches*

It is as if all the gloom of the air had
been gathered and piled in stranger

forms than ever cloud or shadow as-

sumed before; but no stone from the
quarry was ever chiselled to such grace
of outline, nor were the airy structures

of the imagination ever more true to an
ideal law, or more pervaded by the mas-
tering genius of a creative mind*
To open a volume of Hawthorne is to

enter a world of art and beauty, where
our footsteps fall on charmed ground or

echo in haunted halls, while all about us
fantasies glide in silent throngs, like the
personages and pageantry of ante-revo-

lutionary days reappearing at her will

in old Esther Dudley's blurred, antique
mirror* Figures are here that stray only,

in dim distances, through the lonely and
silent places of the mind* They press

upon us in brilliant groups, or walk
alone shunning our sight* Some of

them are bright with smiles and rich in

the ruddy glow of a bounteous life*

There is the flash of gems as they pass

and wit and humor ripple in their voices*

There are others that stand, like the

Antinous of the Capitol, with drooping
brow nor lift it to tell us why they are

forever sad ; or walk, like Miriam, in a
dark dream, which is nevertheless of
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such solid, stony substance that there is

no escape out of its dungeon ; with now
and then a fitful gaiety, the will-o'-the-

wisp from a sorrow stagnant at the

heart* The visions of solitude are here,

in shapes of beauty or with a horror and
a menace upon their lips of air* Super-
stition with form scarcely relieved from
the gloom in which it dwells calls again
into view its black train of votaries and
victims*

Men of history and legend, ideal char-
acters in whom reappears the genius of

past epochs, in long succession pass by,
like the spectral march of royal govern-
ors through the portals of the Old
Province House on the evening of

Howe's Masquerade; when an unreal

form, wearing the guise of the last Brit-

ish ruler of New England, was seen to

close the dread procession and cross the
threshold with a gesture of rage and
despair.

Where else, except in the real world,
shall we find character, incident, experi-

ence, so true in its strangeness, so

strange, sometimes so dark, in its truth ?

What startling and perhaps terrible

reality when the mask falls, the sugges-
tions of a sensibility that pierces to the

secret depths of the heart and profoundly
questions the meaning of life, the mys-
tery of its underlying influences and
motives, the fatality irradiated by no
earthly light which attends it on its

way ; while from the voiceless deep be-

neath or from the unreplying heavens,
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question as we will, not even an echo
comes*
There are heavy shadows here, but

the light of the heavens abides and the
stars are true to their courses* The
whole horizon lies within the range and
force of moral law* Guilt and sorrow
stray hand in hand through ever-dark-
ening paths* loathing* but unable to

break, the bond which unites them*
while the whisper in which they syllable

their darkest secrets is heard through all

the realm*

There are faces which haunt us for-

ever ; voices that move us like an incan-
tation*

It may be long before we become deni-

zens* still less citizens, in this shadowy
domain* The world was long in learn-

ing to listen to the masterly spirit who
created and ruled it*

But that time has passed*

Dead fifteen [ forty ] years ago, his

fame grows with the progress of the
suns*

Thus I dwell upon some of the simpler

sketches with which his earlier pen de-

lighted the few who read them* To me
they are full of characteristic touches;
in many ways they illustrate his power.
To sound the meaning, or to analyze
the charm* of his great romances is not
within the scope of an evening essay nor
within the reach of any effort of mine*
Upon the great avenues of thought which
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he has opened and along which he saun-
ters, we each may follow and look and
listen if we will. As he says of his own
Artist of the Beautiful, whose smile was
sunshine, yet steeped in such depth of

thought that it was almost sadness,

"when the artist rose high enough to

achieve the beautiful, the symbol by
which he made it perceptible to mortal
senses became of little value in his eyes,

while his spirit possessed itself in the
enjoyment of the realityS*

So of his own works, airy and unsub-
stantial threads, he writes, are sometimes
intermixed in them with others twisted

out of the commonest stuff of human
experience ; and we sometimes find him
in that mood in which he says all imagi-
native people, poets or artists, love to

indulge, when idle jests and deep truths

may be found side by side, and one be
uttered or the other without distinguish-

ing which is the more valuable or assign-

ing any considerable value to either

;

" pictures of real life, tinted with Nature's
homely gray and russet, and scenes in

dreamland, bedizened with rainbow hues
which faded before they were well laid

on/' The frost on the window is a
"frozen dream/' and when the distant

sound of the church clock is borne faintly

on the wind, he questions with himself
half seriously whether it has stolen to

his ear from some gray tower which
stood within the precincts of his dream*
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In the effect produced upon the imagi-
nation by the interior of St* Peter's at
Rome, Mme* de Stael saw the evidence
of an unconscious alliance, or blending,
of the ancient religions with Christian-
ity* Here, as elsewhere in Italy, Cathol-
icism has inherited the wealth of Pagan-
ism* The structure itself is a temple
built above a church* The statue of

Jupiter, a nimbus about its head, becomes
a St* Peter* The Metamorphoses of

Ovid, consecrated by the spirit of the fine

arts, appear in bas-relief upon the doors*

The very stones are memories of antiq-

uity, and preserve its spirit* Not Chris-

tian Theology alone is the genius of the
place, but Greek art as well* The gene-
ral effect tends to harmonize a somber
faith with brilliant ceremonies, to soften

severe dogmas by mild interpretations,

and to lighten with the vivacity and
sunniness of the South the essential sad-

ness of spiritual minds.
There is something in this that re-

minds me of the works of Hawthorne*
44
Religion is strewn all along our path,"

he says. He is always reverent, spirit-

ual, and his pen sometimes trembles and
desists when it approaches a too sacred

and perilous theme* The words of the

preacher, in the exquisite legend of ** The
Great Stone Face," were words of life to

him, " because a life of good deeds and
holy love was melted into them." None
of Hawthorne's Puritan ancestry ever

mused longer or more intensely than he
over the dark phases and deep problems
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of life* It is always an earnest, and
sometimes almost a wild-eyed, glance,

by which he seeks to pierce to the
depths of spiritual meanings*
Bat he was pre-eminently an artist,

and pictures from his pen are as truly

pervaded by the spirit of beauty, as

Greek statue, or gorgeous mosaic, be-

neath the dome of St* Peter's*

Thus we have lingered at the very
threshold of the many-pictured cathe-

dral, erected by the hand of this great

Master. Within the portal, we part

company* Mysterious distances, strange

splendors, invite each to stray where he
will. Graceful lines, grand and massive
forms, stretch away on every hand into

a shadowy sublimity, like the gloom of

a starry night* The light may be dim
at first to our unaccustomed eyes— w a
little glooming light, much like a shade "

— but as we look the rays break into

prismatic colors. There is a rich gleam
in what at first seem the dull brilliancies

of the air about us, and it glows and
glows until all objects are radiant with
its wavy lustre.

—Joseph W. Symonds, '60.



fiawtborne

• IS boyhood breathed the silence of the hills,

S& And of the woods a certain shyness caught

;

111 Under the lingering spell of these he
W wrought
Through all his youth ; a cloistered fancy fills

With charm the tales told twice,— as unseen rills

Make music in a meadow ; when he sought
More openly the ways of men, he brought

To them a tale whose pathos stirs and stills.

The tragedy that hides from human ken,

The shame whose outward brand is felt within.

The Spirit's path with shadows overcast,

—

Of these he wrote, as with a prophet's pen

;

He seemed a stranger to the world's fierce din,

Walking with shadowy figures of the past.

— H. L, Chapman, '66,



fiawtborne's "fansbawe,"

ana Bowdoin's Past

jIKE his classmate Long-
fellow,Hawthorne prac-

tically made choice of

literature as hislife-work

when a student atBow-
doin* While here he
wrote his sister that he

M had made progress on his novel/' and
within three years of graduation he pub-
lished "Fanshawe; a tale/' This, his

first romance, issued anonymously and
at his own expense, he afterward strove

to suppress by buying and burning all

the copies he could find* So well did he
succeed that any one of the few remain-
ing will to-day bring its owner three or

four times the original cost of the entire

edition*

Half a century after the publication of

this book of his boyhood, Hawthorne's
reputation as an author may be said to

have become of age* This was marked,
perhaps, by the inclusion of him as the
only American in John Morley's well-

known series of "English Men of Let-

ters ;
" perhaps, by the re-publication of

this brief romance, so different from his

later novels, and yet prophetic of them*
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At all events "Fanshawe" has for a
score of years been included in every
complete edition of his works; has
been studied by those curious as to the
development of his rare literary genius

;

and read by an increasing number of

those who merely desire a story worth
their while* "When these last chance to

be Bowdoin men, they are not a little

perplexed by such statements as "The
scene of this tale is laid at Bowdoin

;

"

"This, no doubt, is a reproduction of

Bowdoin

;

" or even by the more guarded
expression, attributed to Longfellow,
that the descriptions and general atmos-
phere of the book suggest the situation

of his Alma Mater, and of college days
within her walls* For, if they are hon-
est with themselves, few will find Bruns-
wick as the site or Bowdoin as the
equivalent of the "Harley College " of

the romance* The explanation lies in

the fact that while Hawthorne is in no
sense a realist, he is true to the life of

the period he describes* His characters

may be too shadowy to be accurate ; his

personages speak in his elegant English
rather than their own dialect ; yet those

who knew them never fail to feel the

truth of the portraiture* Since many of

the details of the scene, as well as most
incidents in the story, do not apply to

our Alma Mater it may be well briefly

to mention a few bits of local color that

doubtless meant much to the Class of

J825 though unrecognized by the Bow-
doin students of to-day*
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The stream that u takes its rise at a
short distance above the college, and
affords, along its wood-fringed banks,
many shady retreats, where even study
is pleasant, and idleness delicious," is the
one to which Hawthorne lovingly refers

in the dedication of " The Snow-Image "

as " that shadowy little stream which, I

suppose, is still wandering river-ward
through the forest." Alas, it no longer

wanders, but in straight, artificial chan-
nels, and with waters so diminished that

the collegian no longer realizes it is a
brook, passes silently beneath his feet as

he walks to the railway station. The
track of the iron horse and the growth
of the village have sadly disturbed the
quiet retreats of the trout. Only thirty

years since, the wild calla, the pogonia,
and the calopogon grew freely along the

sides of this rivulet between Maine and
Spring Streets, where it is now confined

by unsightly planks.

It was, however, farther on in its

course that the mossy tree trunks and
the academic pines of earlier days shut
out the glimmer of its waters from all

save its friends and lovers. Then no
high railroad embankment had turned
and shortened its course to the river.

Only a short detour from its banks
brought one to the Paradise Spring of

that day, a favorite spot for communing
with Nature, as well as for out-of-door

gatherings of the undergraduates. Since
a grove of young oaks now flourishes in

the neighborhood, we can conjecture that
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still nearer the river stood the " old bate
oak tree," with the trout pool beneath
its roots, where Fanshawe and the hero-
ine first met the mysterious and very-

wicked villain of the story*

However this may be, their second
meeting was surely on the college cam-
pus* It was in the President's garden,
44 an intermixture of kitchen and flower
garden, a labyrinth of winding paths
bordered by hedges and impeded by
shrubbery* Many of the original trees

of the forest were still flourishing among
the exotics which the doctor had trans-

planted thither/' His house faced upon
Maine Street, standing between the
Searles Science Building and the Walker
Art Building* The garden lay behind
it, and while lilac bushes and balm-of-
gilead trees are the only exotics of which
we have definite record, above the former
rose the Thorndike Oak, a young tree

in the novelist's day* Near by, and
connected with the President's home by
a plank walk stood the wooden chapel,

shown in the earliest picture of the col-

lege. Here the heroine's ** numerous
admirers whose situation compelled them
to stand afar off, and gaze upon her love-

liness, as if she were astar, whose bright-

ness they saw, but whose warmth they
could not feel," beheld her on the Sab-
baths when she worshipped with them*

44 No student shall eat or drink in any
tavern unless in company with his par-

ent or guardian, nor shall

he frequent any tavern after being for-
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bidden by the President*" "In the cata-

logue of crimes provided against by the
laws of Harley College that of tavern-
haunting was one of the principal*"
44 Hale. Hathorne and Mellen, fined one
dollar each for being at a tavern on Sat-
urday night last*" These quotations
taken respectively from the college laws
of \825, the novel, and the Faculty rec-

ords, call for some mention of the struc-

ture which stood at that time in the
northwest corner of the present campus
near the Congregational Church. The
novelist put the time of his romance in

the previous century, and so alludes only
briefly to the tavern of his day as a
house of two stories whose "dingy
whiteness and apparent superfluity of

windows give it somewhat of a dreary
look, especially in a wet day." This
44 New Inn " still exists as a private resi-

dence, being that numbered twenty- three
on Noble Street. That many associations

of his college life were connected with
it may be inferred by the prominent part
its imaginary predecessor, "The Hand
and Bottle," plays in the story. Even
to-day beneath the leaning elm that
marks its site, one can without difficulty

picture mentally its coolness in summer's
heat when the trees "swept the roof

with their long branches, and seemed to

create a breeze where there was not
one,"
When "Fanshawe" was published,

Hawthorne's acquaintance with the
world had been practically confined to
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his four college years* Before, a boy-
hood remarkably secluded; after, a
youth almost mysterious in its aloofness
from life* It seems, therefore, inevitable

that those whom he met during the
period in which he won his most inti-

mate friends, Horatio Bridge and Frank-
lin Pierce, should have affected the
characterization of his romance* The
passage describing the change in the
appearance of the undergraduates of
" Harley College/' as they advanced in

their course, has justly been quoted as
drawn from his fellow collegians*

Many a Bowdoin alumnus will wager
any reasonable amount that this descrip-

tion of one of the college bed-makers was
true to life in every detail* " The other
was a short, squat figure, about two-
thirds the height, and three times the
circumference, of ordinary females* Her
hair was gray, her complexion of a deep
yellow ; and her most remarkable feature

was a short snub nose, just discernible

amid the broad immensity of her face*

Notwithstanding her deficiency in per-

sonal attractions, she was rather a favor-

ite of the students, being good-natured,
anxious for their comfort, and, when
duly encouraged, very communicative*"
"Dr. Melmoth" suggests both Presi-

dent Allen and his predecessor President

Appleton, whose memory was green in

Hawthorne's day, and whose near rela-

tive was for two years the novelist's

roommate* To him was due " the incul-

cation of a deep and awful sense of relig-
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ion which seldom deserted them in their

course through life." The work u which
evinced much erudition and depth of

research n points to Dr. Allen's elaborate

dictionary of American biography, for

many years the standard book on that

subject ; one of the u
little foibles which

occasionally excited their ridicule
ff

is

surely exemplified in the good man's
blindness to the defects in the verses

which he was too prone to print* Into

an anonymous compilation of shipwrecks
and marine disasters, he once inserted a
seaman's song of his own* This surely

gladdened the hearts of the students,

however it may have affected the sail-

ors. One stanza will suffice:

"All you that will be seamen.
Must bear a valiant heart,

For when you come upon the seas,

You must not think to start

;

Nor once to be faint-hearted

In hail, rain, blow or snow,
Nor to think for to shrink

When the stormy winds do blow/'

It can and ought to be said that
neither Mrs. Appleton nor Mrs. Allen
was in any way the prototype of ** Mrs.
Melmoth."
Mr. George P. Lathrop believes it not

impossible that Hawthorne was thinking
of himself as he portrayed his hero. It

is, however, a fact that the second
scholar in the class, Gorham Deane, to

whom President Allen in his baccalaure-

ate sermon refers as "of unwearied
industry and unquenchable zeal for the
acquisition of knowledge" died just
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before Commencement Day, a sacrifice,

if we may trust tradition, to that strange
disregard of the laws of health which
the novelist ascribes to Fanshawe*

44
Ellen Langton," the beautiful hero-

ine, who won all hearts, and whose
charms led to the construction of Latin
and Greek, and even Hebrew, verses in

her honor, which bashful admirers
strewed in her pathway instead of pre-

senting in person, is probably borrowed
from contemporary romances rather than
from contemporary life* In this connec-
tion, it may not be wrong in closing to

record a bit of gossip that has persisted

in the college town for four-score years*

Hawthore roomed longest in the house
now known as 76 Federal Street* A
stair ascended on the outside to his room
which faced the east* From its upper
steps he would occasionally toss pennies

for the boys in the street to scramble
after* But what the neighbors could not
fail to notice was this : whenever a visi-

tor rang at the house opposite, Professor

Cleaveland's, the handsome head of the

Junior from Salem would almost invari-

ably appear at his window and look

intently across the street* So habitual

was the practice, and so well worth even
this distant view was the beautiful face

of the maid who attended the door, that

only one conclusion could be drawn*
The fancy of the shy and taciturn

young man had been caught by his

attractive neighbor over the way*
— George T. Little, '77.



Jit fiawthorne Rock— Raymond

|

E see a granite mountain rising gray
m M Above low fore-ground of a sleeping

^^F Along the shelving beach bright ripples

play,

Dark domes of pines and hemlocks rise beyond

;

Above them all those broken ledges stand

Scant-robed in foliage tinted russet-brown
Through softening haze of Indian Summer Land
On wood and pond and meadow looking down.

That pride of Raymond hills—stern-visaged one

—

Stands boldly out against the northern skyj
Across the pond and wood our glances run,

We scan those granite ledges rising high

;

There is no feature changed of all that scene ;
—

The deep blue water under skies as blue,

The pebbled margin belted round with green,

The woods, the hills, are those that Hawthorne
knew.

Here sat the youth on this low shelving stone,

On his charmed ear broke soft the lapping tide;

Through quiet summer days he watched alone

Cool shadows creeping round the mountain
side.

The ripples' sound was music to his ears,

His eyes took in the beauty of the place;

These went with him until in later years

He met the vision of " the Great Stone Face/'

— Isaac Bassett Choate, '62*



Bowdoin Present and

future

^bS^ V^jHE college of to-day
pursues, we may at

least hope, the same

J*K| i aims it pursued eighty
kjw / or a hundred years

prM ago; namely, the en-

^Mk couragement of schol-

arship, and the development of character
in its students* But the methods and
the equipment, by means of which the
college to-day attempts to realize these

aims are radically different from those of

three generations ago. The Bowdoin
which Nathaniel Hawthorne knew, was
an affair of a few plain almost rude
buildings, in a bare and unfruitful cam-
pus, provided with a small and primitive

collection of scientific instruments, and
an equally small library to which the
students had occasional and difficult

access*

Its curriculum was made up of a few
studies, but it was as wide as the unspec-

ialized learning of the day could offer

;

and the few studies were thoroughly
mastered* Thoroughness, intensiveness

rather than extensiveness, was the key-
note of education then, and the person-
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ality of the teacher— always of vital

importance— counted for even more,
perhaps, than it does to-day, since his

value lay rather in his power to impress

and discipline the minds of the lads

before him, than in his wide and exact
learning*

Following faithfully these methods,
the Bowdoin of the last century has
been amply justified of her children* It

would not be honest to claim for her the

creation of such geniuses as those of

Hawthorne and Longfellow or of such
spiendid powers as Fessenden, Andrew,
Prentiss and Reed displayed* Education
as the word itself implies can only
" draw forth " qualities and gifts that

already exist ; it cannot absolutely man-
ufacture eloquence and fancy and wis-

dom and virtue* The young men who
came to Bowdoin were of the best New
England stock, the capabilities of which
are inferior to none in all the great

English-speaking race. But we who
love the college may fairly boast that

she did make the most and the best of

that splendid material* The education
she offered did certainly "draw forth "

whatever of talent or genius lay in the
brains of the boys who were fortunate
enough to profit by it*

The past, therefore, is secure; the
question that must concern us now is

whether or not the new Bowdoin is fitted

to do the same work equally well under
the altered conditions of a new century*

She will have the same stock to work
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upon ; what sort of mental training can
she offer it ?

And first of all, consider the most
obvious— though I am by no means
sure it is the most important— thing,

the equipment of the college* In this

respect, it is, beyond question most for-

tunate* No institution of its size, and
few of any size, have any advantage
whatever over it* Its library, that most
essential feature of a teaching founda-
tion,— so essential that one instinctively

gauges the standing of a college in large

part by the books upon its shelves— is

large, well-selected, and rich in old and
valuable volumes* It is, moreover,
housed in a beautiful building, most
completely and perfectly adapted to its

purpose* Its laboratories are no less

excellent and no less nobly enclosed* It

possesses a magnificent art building, and
a collection worthy of so lovely a home*
Its lecture rooms are adequate. Its dor-

mitories are comfortable, and rich in

associations and memories such as no
new and luxurious buildings could pos-

sess. Certainly its work lacks no mate-
rial aid of this description, unless it be a
more modern and commodious gymna-
sium, in which the sound mind may find

an opportunity to keep its bodily envel-

ope up to the desirable standard of

soundness.

So far as the course of study is con-

cerned, the conditions are not much less

satisfactory* To those of us who have
watched the development in the curricu-
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lam, the changes appear on the whole to

have been wisely ordered. Bowdoin has
not rushed blindly into every extrava-
gance of

*4
progress*" She has clung to

many usages of the past which had
sound reason and proved efficacy to

commend them, and she has maintained
some of the "thorough" standards of

an earlier day, apparently to her own
material disadvantage, when nearly all

her sister colleges had abandoned them*
But her conservatism has been wise,

not stolid* The elective system has been
applied as broadly as it is safe to do in

an institution of this character; the
number of courses has been increased,

and their scope widened, as far as the

means of the coliege will permit; and
the methods of study which modern
scholarship, sitting at the feet of German
wisdom, approves, have been introduced
into the class-rooms; tempered, how-
ever, by the individuality of New Eng-
land character, which is willing to take
the best that Teutonic experience has to

offer, without surrendering wholly its

own matured convictions*

Finally, and perhaps most important
of all, the teaching body, composed
mainly of men, young in spirit, if not
always in years, devoted to their work,
and competent therein, administer this

curriculum with an earnest desire to

make it serve as perfectly as may be the
ends for which it has been ordained*

The very widening of the work these

men have to do, makes the simplicity
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and force of the impression the older men
created a difficult thing to attain*

But it is in respect of the teaching
force that the future of the college is

most threatened* Bowdoin's endowment
is still far too small to enable it to make
the use of the splendid equipment which
it would like to make* It has been for-

tunate in many respects* Men who love

the college have given and are giving
their lives to it. when they might have
"done better." in a worldly sense, else-

where; and yet the sad experience of

losing brilliant and beloved teachers to

other institutions which can come nearer

to paying them the worth of their ser-

vice, has been far too common* Not
until the funds of the college are at least

twice what they are. can we say that it

is at last thoroughly fitted to do its work
under the difficult conditions of to-day*

But close upon the heels of this confes-

sion, comes the cheering reflection, that

none of our sister colleges, however
wealthy or well bestowed, considers itself

perfectly competent to meet those condi-

tions ; and we must remember that there

would be other dangers to face, if there

were no longer any better material con-

ditions to strive after*

What. then, after all may we reason-

ably expect Bowdoin to make of her

baccalaureates now and in the future?

Not all great men certainly* It may be

that no such master of romance and of

English prose as Nathaniel Hawthorne
will ever again walk her paths in youth

;

that no such poet as Longfellow will ever
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again claim her as his Alma Mate*;
that her sons in politics and statecraft

will not soon if ever fill the public eye so

largely as they have in the past* Genius
appears when and where it will, and no
education however painstaking can pro-

duce it*

But every college has, I am sure, an
individuality which persists through all

the superficial changes in its courses, its

methods, its customs, its laws, and the

men who administer them; an individ-

uality which makes itself felt in the type
of men the college sends out into the
world* Bowdoin has produced her schol-

ars, her saints, her statesmen, her soldiers,

her writers; but first and always she has
sent forth men, with all the robust and
virile qualities the word implies* That
she is doing to-day, and will still do, for

if her students no longer know the rigor

and simplicity of the conditions on which
their elders throve, the policy of the col-

lege is more and more directed to encour-
age in them self-reliance, self-govern-

ment, self-control*

Educated men, too, her sons are to be,

for to that work she is, we know, fully

competent* Lastly, and in a special

sense, they are to be cultivated men*
From its earliest years the college has
been fortunate in the influences beyond
mere book-learning which it has been
able to exert* Much, too, in this direc-

tion is due to the refined and gentle per-

sonality of Leonard Woods, who at a
time when the graces and beauties of

life were but slenderly appreciated, set
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before the eyes of the little down-east
college, ideals and standards that have
never been forgotten, and which are of

especial value in an age which is frankly
commercial*
No boy who has known in his youth

the beautiful campus at Brunswick, and
the mysterious pine groves behind it;

who has worshipped in King Chapel so

nobly planned and built, and in the
equally fine old " Church on the Hill

;

"

who has had his eye satisfied, and his

taste educated by the contrasted beauties

and dignities of such buildings as Hub-
bard Hall, Searles Hall and the Walker
Art Building ; who has given even pass-

ing heed to the more than excellent art

collection of the college, can but find his

character at once refined and broadened
by such surroundings. He does not often

realize until he has long left the scene,

how unusual was its loveliness and
charm, but its unconscious influence he
can never escape*

And if ever a kindly circumstance
shall send to Bowdoin another son, dow-
ered by Nature as Nathaniel Hawthorne
was, I know of no environment more
fitting and profitable for the adolescence

of such a spirit and such a genius, than
that of Hawthorne's own Alma Mater*
And among the potent influences that

surround him may there be the statues

of Hawthorne and Longfellow designed

not simply as tributes and memorials but

as factors in the development of the

long, long thoughts of youth*
— Henry S. Cba.pma.ri, '91,



c

Bowdoin Collegii Sigilluttt

HOUGH Time's hard hand obliterate

The mark from parchment, wax or plate,

Yet Bowdoin's sons will still reveal

The true imprint of Bowdoin's seal.

The Sun is emblem of her truth,

Which lights the countenance of youth,
And so, as symbol of that plan,

Her seal shows Truth with face of Man*
— "Alumnus," '98.



" Talent aims at a mark that other people cannot
hit ; genius aims at a mark that other people can-
not see/'— Schopenhauer.

In the psychology of literary genius
there is room for the doctrine of innate
ideas— not merely the ideas that pro-

dace the common fruit of a common
intellectual soil, but those peculiar to the
type of mind of the individual genius*

There is a great deal of talk about
angular pegs in circular apertures made
in commiseration of misfit genius* Very
good advice — some of it* But Haw-
thorne, like the average young man,
found that a start in life does not consist

in an investigating tour with a pocket
rule and a pair of inside calipers* There
are but three regions where the individ-

ual corporeality may find a space whose
inside dimensions are exactly relative to

his external form: Air, water and mud*
The figure may be more correct than
elegant; but literary genius finds the

same experience* In the realms of fancy,
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in the moving stream of humanity, or in

the mud and mire of life the real literary-

genius will find his place, according to

his taste,— or he will bump and rattle

rudely in an ill-adapted and inadaptable
cavity* The scientist, the philosopher,

the mechanic, or the average writer, can
adapt himself to unchangeable environ-
ment; the genius wants a mobile ele-

ment, conformable to his nature*

Hawthorne lived in the air* It must
have been a glum and stuffy air during
the twelve years of life pent up in a
lonely room at Salem* But the ozone
that clung to his garments from the

years at Bowdoin, absorbed from pine

breezes and restless moonlight nights,

was sufficient to purify it, and the mem-
ories of Raymond and Lake Sebago to

glorify it* On the whole, it was a very
good medium for visions and dreams*
As a writer has said,

u Americans rarely

give a genius the chance to let the prod-

ucts of his brain ripen* Hawthorne had
ample time, and the fruit has no touch
of green crudeness*"

Afterward, he got out of his element*

With an ideal vision of the Brook Farm
enterprise, he— to quote his language—
44 went to live in Arcady and found him-
self up to the chin in a barnyard/'
Whittier would have put on high boots

and hurried about with delighted inter-

est to assist in the labors of the farm,
and would have watched the sunsets

and rhymed the story of the snow-drifts*

Longfellow would have carried gloves

and cane and written an idyl of Marga-
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ret Fuller Lowell would have written
something in the pastoral line* Holmes
would have fed the oxen and written a
ballad of the one-hoss shay* Emerson
no doubt surveyed the premises with
transcendental dreams, and looked plac-

idly across the bog-lands on spring visits,

at evening, murmuring.

—

44
In the mud and scorn of things.

T here always something, something sings/'

But Hawthorne's heavy heart, sus-

tained by no buoyant atmosphere, sunk
him in the soil. The soil surrounded
him, well-nigh buried him. Thus there

was the fitting of the unfitting.

When he entered the angular nests of

the political block-builders the streams of

humanity that surrounded him were all

that filled the otherwise vacuum. Still,

no process of evolution could possibly

re-adapt the respiratory apparatus of a
spirit accustomed to air. And his life is

a story of struggle for oxygen. No
wonder the theme of his last and unfin-

ished romance was the elixir of life.

His life was a success, however,— yes,

it was success writ large. Otherwise
there would have been no Hawthorne
Centennial, no Bowdoin statue, or tribute

to him as The American Novelist. Per-
haps we may say this : He made the

best of inevitable circumstance: and
when he bathed in and breathed the air

he craved, he used it as a medium for

transmitting from his inner soul the best

his genius could produce. To draw the

moral would be unlike Hawthorne.
— C. T. Cleaves, '05.



Being extracts from tbe Proceedings of tbe

Gander Club

The Goslings had chosen for their

meeting-place Hawthorne's college room
in Maine Hall, under the impression that
environment might lend inspiration to

their flagging wits* The Rambler scru-

tinized the window-sill carefully*

"I have heard," he explained, "that
Hawthorne's name is carved on the stone

window-sill, but I fail to find it*"
44

1 hope you won't," replied Shylock*
44

1 should hate to think of him as one of

those whose ' nam^s, like their faces, are

always seen in public places*
' "

44 You are too exacting, Shylock," said

the Fusser* "Don't you know that,

according to Darwin, it is one of the
primeval instincts of man to cut his

name into things, derived from the fact

that Adam cut his initials into the tree

of the Garden of Eden and later added
Eve's with a true lovers' knot between?"
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"Just as I did last summer/' mur-
mured the Fusser, " and was cut on the
street myself this winter*"
" Come, come, Fusser, quit your non-

sense/' It was the stern voice of Socra-

tes that spoke* " Remember, fellows,

what we are here for,— to do honor to

the name of Bowdoin's great alumnus,
Nathaniel Hawthorne* Orpheus,
haven't you a song or did you sing

yourself out at our last meeting ?
"

"Perhaps," replied Orpheus, looking
out toward the motionless sentinel pines,

"you would like to hear some verses

that Hawthorne wrote before he came to

college

:

**
' We are beneath the dark blue sky
And the moon is shining bright.

Oh, what can raise the soul so high
As the glow of a summer night.

When all the gay are hushed to sleep.

And they who mourn forget to weep
Beneath that gentle light?'

"

The Ganders were silent until again
the gentle voice of their bard repeated

:

** * The ocean hath its silent caves.

Dark, quiet and alone

;

Though there be fury on the waves.
Beneath them there is none.

44
' Calmly the wearied seamen rest

Beneath their own blue sea

;

The ocean's solitudes are blest.

For there is purity/ '*

"A strange, dreamy, subtle, lovable

spirit," said Socrates,
u
yet wilful. I sup-

pose you have all heard of that famous
little episode in Hawthorne's college life.

He had been reprimanded by the Presi-
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dent for transgressing certain laws of the
college, through the influence, as the
dignitary believed, of bad companions;
and Hawthorne, in writing to his mother
about the affair, said he had a good
mind to repeat his performance just to

show the Faculty that no one had
drawn him into bad courses*"
" 1 believe, too," said Shylock, u

that
he absolutely refused to speak in public

while he was in college, and for that
reason was not awarded a Commence-
ment part/'

44 Much my own case," interrupted the
Rambler, flippantly* "I firmly believe

that owing to my troublesome modesty
all my fond hopes for the Commence-
ment stage are shattered/'

The Fusser suddenly rose, squinted at

his watch and made a bolt for the door.

Cries of " What's the matter ? " "Where
site you going ?

n received no answer, as

his McMorrows clattered over the stone

steps at the entrance*
44 No use," said Socrates* "We shall

never find out* The question is hope-
less,— as hopeless," he added with a
smile, " as whether or not Donatello had
pointed ears— and quite as trivial.

Come, it is time to adjourn, but first, let's

make just one vacation resolution* Will
you join me ?

"
44
Yes," they all cried, trusting his wis-

dom.
"It is this: Let us read during the

summer at least six English classics."

-5. T.Chase, '05.



t pflftfown

Ye Postman sat on the steps of Apple-
ton Hall and watched the sun go down
beyond the Aft Building in a last flush

of gold and crimson* A pile of uncut
exchanges lay by his side, but he heeded
them not Ye Postman was thinking*

The shadows lengthened across the path-

ways and the violet of the sky began to

pale ; but his thoughts were not on the

vivid emerald picture spread before him

;

and if the innermost fancies of his brain

could have been known, one might have
heard the wind sighing over a little dis-

tant lake, seen the shadows lengthening
in the water, and found only the ripple

of a canoe to break the evening stillness*

Or again he was thinking of the siow
march through the aisles of Memorial
Hall, on the morrow— Ivy Day— and
the pleasures of escorting a pretty girl

around the campus*
So Ye Postman came very near to neg-

lecting his duties* And there was so

much to do, too ! Never had the tide of

literature reached such a flood* Was it

the spring breezes? Was it the hot

elixir of life and love that made the

pulses of youth beat faster and merrier ?

In sheer desperation he opened the first
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exchange that met his hand, and as the

dusk settled he murmured :
—

" Down to the west of the Capitoline the great Sun-
god drives slowly, slowly

;

Over the Tiber gold and red the turn of his

chariot gleams.

Out from the cave where the Somnus sleeps fay the

poppies nodding lowly, lowly,
Morpheus opens the two-wrought gate and

wakens the train of dreams.

" Goddess of night from the realms of the dark the

sway of the earth regaining,

Grant through thy son that the best of dreams
my wee son's couch come nigh.

Father Jove, may the child's own gods that over
his life are reigning

Bear him away to the land of sleep as I sing him
a lullaby/'

— Helen C. ^abson, '05, in Vassar Miscellany,

Louder in Ye Postman's mind swelled

the martial clang of the Yale Courant :—
" Gladiators ! Gladiators 1 Men of Britain, Thrace

and Gaul,
Like a pride-wrapped troop of envoys come to

signify their fall.

Hark ! The lisp of the arena I Hark 1 The rumors
that repeat

For Gaelic hearts are armed to die that Roman
hearts may beat.

As the courtier drains his flagon and peers beneath
his hand

Like a wingless scaly dragon winds the troop upon
the sand.

* Morituri Salutamus I

Brazen arm and flashing eye 1

Caesar, Caesar 1 "We salute thee,—
"We who are about to dit I

'

n

The heavy scent of the foliage grew
more and more overpowering until he
could almost see

—

( A single poppy of ruddy gold
Flames in the wanton grass.
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A copper fire its petals Hold
Caught from the suns as they pass.

That single flower, perfect, complete,
Gleaming with thousands of lights

A vision brings — vast slopes of heat,

Poppy fields scorching the heights/'

— Margaret H. Hincks, '07, in White and Gold.

Objects were growing almost indistin-

guishable now, but through the gloom
his thoughts flew to the cool shores
where

* Sits the cold Rhine Maiden
Above the haunted tide,

With laurel garlands laden
Of heroes who have died.

'* Dark osiers bind her tresses,

—

The water-weeds her hair

;

The heroes whom she blesses

In silence she caresses,

For never sound comes there/'— Nassua Lit,

Slowly the light faded from the sky.
The stars began to glimmer faintly, and
the trees nestled and wavered as if coyly
seeking the kiss of the night wind* Still

Ye Postman sat on the steps, lost in

thought, and the moon found him there,

leaning his head on his hand, gazing
across the starlit pathways, and whisper-
ing to himself :

—
44 Dreams that were lisped by the night-wind,
Sweet as the fragrance of rue,

Dreams half-divined of the mystical kind

;

Dreams — will they ever come true ?

44 Ah, dear little girl of the spring-time,

I would dream more dreams of you.
And tell them in rhyme where the roses climb,

Though dreams— they may never come true 1
**

— Georgetown CollegeJournat.

—/. N. Emery, '05.
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